The Student Government met for its biweekly General Assembly on Jan. 29 to discuss what each committee covered in their individual meetings last week, present bills to the legislators and officers that were not voted on and heard reports from each officer.

The General Assembly was called to order, and the Academic, Appointments and Charter, Campus Life, Judicial, Physical Planning, and Public Relations committees reported on their meetings that took place last week.

Next, bills were brought to the table to discuss and vote upon. At this assembly, bills brought up for a vote included recommending a leadership minor to administration, creating the Operation Smile student group, several SG constitutional reforms, adding more blue light phones, courtyard tables and bike racks at various locations around campus and finally SG legislature and SRAC appointments.

Before the General Assembly adjourned, the executive officers made their own comments. President Jordan Bedhore talked about his social policy proposal and the date change of basketball ticket pickup.

The Student Government will meet again for its General Assembly again on Feb. 12.
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I only comes once a year – a night when university students (and visitors, mostly) from other schools in the area are allowed to purge themselves of aesthetic urges, desires and tendencies. It is a drunken orgy for Goodes and Independence Hall fanatics. Whatever this jimminess, seemingly pagan ritual? Pledge Night. It is the party that to all parties. Ashing light on the Wake Forest social scene.

While Pledge Night is one of the most anticipated events during the year, let’s be honest and admit to think about it. Pledge Night is a fleeting moment. It doesn’t last. It is the party that to all parties. Ashing light on the Wake Forest social scene.

It is rumored that the campus Student Health Center receives 500 people in one week after Pledge Night. I don’t doubt it. Look at the way you kiss 60 people. Those 60 people have also kissed 60 people. That’s 3,600 people.

It probably contains as many infectious diseases as a campylobacter epidemic. Portable and cute. But please, barf after Pledge Night. It probably contains as many infectious diseases as a campylobacter epidemic.

Keep your key list. When you’re on your deathbed in Student Health, it might be fun to peruse your list and see if you can remember the faces that go with each of the names. It is fun.

You’ve never experienced the phenomenon of Pledge Night, you really haven’t. If you’ve ever been afraid of the phenomenon of Pledge Night, you really have not. If you are worried about getting sick, I’ve come up with a few tips that might stave off illness and some that just make the evening more enjoyable than it already is.

Drink old rum for a long time. It has been scientifically proven that Vantin helps boost your immunity system. My advise. Drink OJ morning, noon and night in the week before Pledge Night. If you don’t like orange juice, take Vitamin C capsules. Please, take some kind of preventative measures.

Unluck the buddy system. If you are an older soroity sister who is escorting a male through the ritual of Pledge Night, do not lose your pledge! Not only is it dangerous, but then you could get roped into doing something that you did not agree to do that day.

Always carry Chapstick. Participating in this cute of paga will give you chapped lips. Guaranteed. Buy one of those Chapstick on-ear环contipulations. Portable and cute. But please, barf after Pledge Night. It probably contains as many infectious germs as you do.
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From the Associated Press.

FOX hopes to add new life to its programming lineup with That ’70s Show, a spin-off of the popular That ’70s Show that was canceled after six seasons due to abysmal ratings. Viewers must wait until after the Winter Olympics to see two new sitcoms, Leap of Faith and Watching Ellie. The comedy, Leap of Faith, features a woman who breaks off her engagement to embark on her single life. The cast includes Lisa Edelstein, Regina King and Saturday Night Live alumnuis Tim Meadows, Conchata Ferrell and Julia Louis-Dreyfus stars in. Watching Ellie, a spin-off in a muger in a nightshag in La. 70s him. Julia Louis-Dreyfus might catch the John McEnroe hosted the game that monitors stamina and self-control by strapping on a chair that measures. The concept is expected to keep his or her compensating while answering questions for cash prizes. If the person loses control with a rising heart rate, the person loses all of his or her money. In the meantime, ABC is sticking to this season’s gem, Alas.

This column is written by a junior under a pseudonym, exploring the sexual climate at the university.

“Sex and the Campus” is a regular column that is.

It’s really funny to realize that you kissed a man in the bathroom and don’t even know his name. Where’d he learn to do that? He may look like a dork, but damn! It’s the brain that sits next to you in statis-...
The image contains a mix of text from different sources. However, the primary content seems to be from a newspaper article discussing a film called "Lumumba." The article mentions the film's achievements, such as winning awards at various festivals, and discusses its content, which revolves around the life and times of Lumumba. It also touches on the film's portrayal of the political climate and the impacts of leadership during that period.

Another section seems to be about a concert, discussing a bass player named Wooten, who performs a solo that is described as magnificent. The text describes the audience's reaction to his performance, including the excitement and the impact of his playing. The concert is also noted for other performances, including a guest appearance by a female rapper/bassist and a smooth groove provided by a bassist.

Additionally, the article briefly mentions a bar called Ziggy's, which is smoke-free and has a good reputation for attracting a good crowd.

The content is spread across various paragraphs and bullet points, indicating a summary of events or observations. It appears to be a mixture of news and entertainment reviews.